GNSO Review Timeline

May 2014
- Formation of GNSO Review Working Party

June 2014 – September 2015
- Westlake engagement

- Data gathering and consultations at ICANN meetings

Jan – Mar 2015
- Working Text and comments

Jun – Aug 2015
- Draft Report and comments

September 2015
- Final Report
36 Recommendations

1. Participation and Representation

2. Continuous Development (including PDP)

3. Transparency

4. Alignment with ICANN’s future

- Broad agreement with most recommendations
- Concerns about recommendation #23 “In order to support ICANN's multi-stakeholder model, all Cs should have seats on the GNSO Council, allocated equally (as far as numerically practicable) by their SGs.”
- Statement to OEC re: Recommendation #23
Feasibility & Prioritization

1. Cost/Benefit
   - Ease of implementation
   - Impact

2. GNSO Capacity

3. Alignment with strategic direction

4. Dependence and impact on other groups/work

5. Need for additional information
Working Party preparing written statement on Rec. #23 prior to upcoming OEC meeting

Westlake and Working Party Chair discussing Final Report during OEC meeting on 28 September

OEC to consider feasibility assessment of recommendations during ICANN54 and make recommendation to ICANN Board

---

**Highlights:**

- Working Party preparing written statement on Rec. #23 prior to upcoming OEC meeting
- Westlake and Working Party Chair discussing Final Report during OEC meeting on 28 September
- OEC to consider feasibility assessment of recommendations during ICANN54 and make recommendation to ICANN Board
GNSO Review Working Party

Liaison between GNSO, independent examiner and OEC (previously SIC)

Provide input on review criteria and the 360 Assessment

Serve as conduit for input from GNSO constituencies/stakeholder groups, Council

Offer objective guidance & help to ensure the draft report accurately reflects the GNSO structure, scope and dynamics

Coordinate preparation of an Implementation Plan and champion implementation of improvement activities

Perform support communication/awareness activities to encourage participation

More information at https://community.icann.org/x/X5LhAg
GNSO Review by the Numbers

- **21** GNSO Review Working Party Meetings
- **23** Public sessions @ ICANN meetings
- **178** Completed 360 Survey; **40** one-on-one Interviews*
  *Compared to an average of 71 surveys and 60 interviews for prior Organizational Reviews
- **1,300+** Unique page views to Wiki, Announcements and Blogs
- **7** Webinars, Blogs & Videos
- Public Comments from **12** Organizations & **3** Individuals
Useful Links and Q&A

Thank You and Questions

- GNSO Review Working Party Home Page
- Independent Examiner Information
- Final Report of Independent Examiner
- GNSO Review Working Party Activities, Milestones and Statistics
- Summary and Resolution of Working Party Comments